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The LUCHA Library
The Land Use Colonia Housing Action [LUCHA] initiative is a partnership of organizations and organized colonia residents to build 
leadership capacity, expand technical knowledge, change land use and development policy, and build relationships between colonia 
residents and local, state and federal authorities. The goal of the LUCHA initiative is to build power by supporting community 
organizing efforts, inform colonia leaders on key issues, and provide opportunities for engaged conversations with regional experts.

The LUCHA Library is part of the larger LUCHA initiative. The Library is a collection of community education resources that seeks to 
provide Rio Grande Valley residents with easy to understand technical information around key community issues. Developed with 
the members of LUPE and ARISE, the LUCHA Library is designed to support community organizing efforts in the region by 
empowering residents with information.



Think you want to build a park? 

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Having an ample supply of available land to 
develop leads to lower land cost, commonly 
leading to lower housing costs and more 
options for potential homeowners.

Septic systems are common in rural areas. 
They are much cheaper than sewer systems 
to install and work well for areas with open 
land. They can also promote low density 
development, which will make installing 
future infrastructure more expensive, 
particularly a sewer system.

Growth boundaries are a tool used in limited 
growth. A growth boundary is a man-made 
border line that directs growth and 
development within the boundary, and 
preservation of agriculture and natural land 
outside of the boundary.

Conservation easements and Farmland 
Preservation programs are also used to 
protect open spaces and agricultural land 
from being developed.  

How A Community Grows

Smart Growth & Density

The Rio Grande Valley has grown quite a bit in the last 10 years, and many believe 
the growth will continue. How the Valley grows and how it adds new development, 
people, and businesses will have a long-lasting impact on the communities of the 
region. How a community or region grows can affect transportation, education, 
housing, access to jobs and services, and the region’s economic health.

Unlimited Growth

Limited Growth
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Smart Growth is an approach to development that 
encourages density, walkability, and diversity in housing 
transportation and employment options. A key element of 
Smart Growth is density. Density describes the number of 
people living in an area or the concentration of development. 
Building more densely or in areas that have already been 
developed is a more efficient use of land, saving more land 
for agriculture or natural areas.

In Texas, the most common type of growth is unlimited growth. Unlimited growth describes the spread of new 
development across undeveloped land. Much of this development is low density, or is increasingly low density as it 
moves away from the downtown or city center. This style of growth is commonly driven by housing growth and a 
desire for affordable single family housing. It also commonly creates areas highly dependent on cars to get around - 
relying on highways or large roadways to move cars.  

Limited growth restricts new development on certain undeveloped land or “greenfields,” which preserves those 
areas for agricultural land or as natural places. Limited growth often results in increased density and regular 
reinvestment in existing neighborhoods or “infill development.” This style of growth commonly leads to higher 
housing or real estate cost due to reduced amount of available land to develop. It also helps reduces the 
number of neighborhoods in poor quality or disrepair, because neighborhoods are typically seeing regular 
reinvestment and redevelopment. 
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LOCAL LIBRARY
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Growth Within Communities Why Is The Way We Plan Changing?

Mixed Use Planning

The way that growth takes shape within a community can vary. Growth can be 
influenced by the type of place you live (see Level 1), its natural characteristics 
(like rivers, topography, or oceans), its history, and most commonly, the local 
planning and development regulations. There is no right way for a community to 
plan and manage growth, but there are common approaches for determining 
where different types of development should be located, where roads should 
go, and establishing requirements for new development.

Ideas about planning change because we change and so does our society. 
What is now conventional planning was once new, and, at the time, it was a 
big step forward in helping to make our communities safer, cleaner, and more 
convenient. New ideas about planning aim to improve upon conventional 
planning to make our lives healthier, more active, and more enjoyable.

Mixed use planning builds upon the principles of conventional planning. The key difference is that, instead of 
separating all of the uses into their own zone, mixed use planning seeks to combine uses that are compatible or 
support each other. In mixed use planning, the home could have a store built next door or could even be built 
above the store with an office next door. A doctor’s office may be built across the street, with a school around 
the corner. While many uses can safely exist next to each other, not all uses are compatible. Identifying areas for 
industry, manufacturing, treatment plants, or businesses that use highly flammable or toxic chemicals should 
continue to be separated from residential and educational uses.

Some zones limit 
development and 
are preserved for 
agriculture and 
natural land.

Commercial 
businesses are 
concentrated in 
specific areas.

Other zones only allow 
single-family, residential 
homes.

Conventional Planning
Much like drainage infrastructure, there are different ideas on the best methods to manage growth in your 
community. A conventional planning approach focuses on separating different activities, also called “uses,” such as 
residential, commercial, manufacturing or industrial, into their own area or “zone.” For example, in conventional 
planning, a store should not be next to a home because of the activity and traffic it would bring. Instead, the store is 
placed in a zone with other stores. The challenge with separating different uses is that it increases the amount of 
travel required to do every day activities. A common criticism of conventional planning is that it creates 
communities that require a car to get around, making life more challenging for those who do not drive or own a car.    

Some uses that are incompatible 
with others or require the use of a 
lot of land, like industry or 
agriculture, are still separated.

Residential homes are often  
grouped together, but may 
include both single-family and 
multi-family homes in the 
same neighborhood.

Compatible uses, like 
commercial businesses, 
libraries, parks and homes are 
located in the same areas.
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Connectivity Street Design & Transportation

Car-Oriented
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Streets, sidewalks, trails, and public transit connect us to other parts of our 
community. They allow us to move and live our lives. Connectivity can mean that our 
infrastructure or streets simply connect to one another, but it can also mean that 
different forms of transportation connect and support each other. Promoting 
connectivity in our communities increases transportation options, which helps all of 
us get where we need to go. 

Our streets are the backbone of our transportation system and determine 
how we get around. The way we design them can shape our experience or 
how we feel using the street, how safe the street is, environmental concerns 
like drainage and heat islands, and even economic activity. Today you can 
find a variety of types of street design in your community. Let's explore a few 
types of local streets.

Rural

Pedestrian-Oriented

Downtown
Most downtowns have a “grid” street 
system. As its name suggests, a grid street 
plan is where roads run are built at right 
angles from one another, creating a grid. 
The regular intersections and structure of 
the grid system helps with pedestrian 
movement, finding your way, and allows 
for increased choices when choosing a 
route. 

Highway
America’s interstate highway system is a 
network of high speed roadways intended for 
cross town, state, and country travel. Today’s 
highways are used as regularly as our local 
streets to get to work, school, and the grocery 
store. The high speeds they make possible allow 
us to travel far distances quickly. Access to 
highways contributes to people living further 
away from jobs, city centers, and other 
attractions.   

Subdivision/Colonia
The internal streets of many subdivisions today, 
including most colonias, are designed to serve 
residential traffic. These streets often connect to large 
or arterial streets. Residential subdivisions reduce 
through traffic by building cul-de-sacs, internal street 
loops, and limited entrances and exits. This lack of 
street connectivity can also make it challenging when 
trying to leave or travel within the neighborhood.
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Our transportation infrastructure, in the way it is designed, can also support 
increased activity, better health, and future development. Streets that are 
designed with space for pedestrians and bikers support increased physical 
activity, and non-car transportation, increased walking and biking helps to fight 
health issues related to inactivity, and subdivisions that build road for future 
connection supports increased access to future development.

A pedestrian-oriented street design 
provides intentional space for 
different types of transportation 
(walking, biking, bus, train, or car). It 
shifts streets away from being 
designed for cars, to being designed  
to support the ways we get from one 
place to another in all the ways we 
travel.

Car-oriented street designs are the 
most common type of street design. 
This type of street design prioritizes 
automobile traffic over other forms of 
transportation, with ample parking, 
smaller sidewalks, and limited access 
to alternative modes of transportation 
like walking and cycling.
  

Rural streets typically have less 
vehicular and pedestrian traffic than 
streets in urban or suburban areas. 
Therefore, they are unlikely to be 
prioritized by local governments to 
have sidewalks, bike lanes, and bus 
routes (like pedestrian-oriented 
streets). They are geared towards 
automobile traffic and often have 
ample drainage infrastructure.
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